DO IT ONCE
DO IT RIGHT

Reduced beer loss and increased tap quality… music to any bar
owner’s ears! ColdArc’s ‘Cold Tap’ helps to simplify your day-to-day
tasks through one seamless service. Our expert refrigeration
technicians will help you get the best out of your beer taps saving you time, money and a whole lot of beer!
Serving superior beer is essential when it comes to customer satisfaction and
repeat business, and our Cold Tap service allows you to do just that.
Ever-changing staff rosters and reliance on key individuals shouldn’t limit your
ability to keep your taps flowing. Let us take the hassle out of managing your
beer taps so you can get on with running your business.

BEER LINE
CLEANS

INSPECTIONS
& TESTING

24/7 BREAKDOWN
REPAIRS

Keep your beer lines
flowing and
customers happy.

Glycol inspections and
leak testing to minimise
breakdowns.

Repairs 24 hours,
7 days a week and
breakdown priority
response ranking.

GET STARTED TODAY
Contact us now to achieve a higher level of service.
Email: manager@coldarc.com.au • Phone: 0401 336 596
Reduce losses and downtime even further by incorporating ColdArc’s Asset Guard refrigeration.
Find out more at www.coldarc.com.au/services/coldtap
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WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY
Of all of the contractors that work for us, I would have to say that
Cold Arc are one of our most reliable. They are quick to respond to
our needs and they know what they are doing.
DAVID NEWBURY - BRIGHTWATER TAVERN
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COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING
ColdArc offers comprehensive support for commercial air conditioning and refrigeration clients
through professional design, installation, maintenance and 24hr repairs. We specialise in
servicing hotels, supermarkets, restaurants and clubs. Our exciting range of service offerings
include 24hr equipment repairs, temperature monitoring, customised cool room constructions
and even industry based energy consulting.
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